MORNING SERVICE TO SCHOOL

REGULAR SERVICE
Routes R-Line, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22 and 31 all serve Classical and Central High Schools. See schedules for service.

SPECIAL TRIPS
Trip times marked with an asterisk will stop at Kennedy Plaza before continuing on to school. There is no need to transfer.

ROUTE 1  Please board the bus on the WEST SIDE (Southbound direction) of Hope Street. Departs Hope & Chace at 7:06am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:22am. Arrives school at 7:30am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS / CLASSICAL HS

ROUTE 17  Departs Dyer & Chestnut at 7:18am. Arrives school at 7:33am.
SIGN WILL READ: 17 PROVIDENCE/ 17 WESTMINSTER /17 KENNEDY PL

ROUTE 19  Departs Plainfield & Murray at 7:20am. Arrives school at 7:33am.
Departs Plainfield & Murray at 7:34am. Arrives school at 7:47am.
SIGN WILL READ: PROVIDENCE/WESTMINSTER/KENNEDY PLAZA

ROUTE 27  Departs Stop & Shop Manton at 7:16am*. Arrives school at 7:31am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL H.S/ CLASSICAL
Departs Stop & Shop Manton at 7:21am*. Arrives school at 7:36am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL H.S/ CLASSICAL

ROUTE 28  Departs Hartford & Killingly at 7:17am. Arrives school at 7:31am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS / CLASSICAL HS

ROUTE 40  Departs Butler Hospital at 7:04am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:24am. Arrives school at 7:30am.
Departs Butler Hospital at 7:06am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:24am. Arrives school at 7:32am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS CLASSICAL HS VIA KENNEDY PL

ROUTE 50  Departs Shaw’s Supermarket at 7:05am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:27am. Arrives school at 7:33am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS CLASSICAL HS VIA KENNEDY PL

ROUTE 51  Departs Mineral Spring & Charles at 7:07am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:27am. Arrives school at 7:33am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS CLASSICAL HS VIA KENNEDY PL

ROUTE 56  Departs Stop & Shop at 7:01am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:27am. Arrives school at 7:33am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS CLASSICAL HS VIA KENNEDY PL

ROUTE 57  Departs Centredale at 7:01am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:27am. Arrives school at 7:33am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS/ CLASSICAL HS/KENNEDY PL

ROUTE 92  Departs Rhode Island College at 7:01am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:27am. Arrives school at 7:33am.
Departs Rhode Island College at 6:59am*. Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:24am. Arrives school at 7:30am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS CLASSICAL HS

R-LINE  Departs Broad City Line (Between Montgomery & Northup) at 7:23am.
Departs Kennedy Plaza at 7:44am. Arrives school at 7:50am.
SIGN WILL READ: CENTRAL HS/ CLASSICAL HS/KENNEDY PL

PLEASE READ THE SIGN ON FRONT OF THE BUS (OVERHEAD BUS SIGN) TO SEE WHERE IT IS HEADED.
AFTERNOON SERVICE FROM SCHOOL

REGULAR SERVICE: Routes R-Line, 17,18, 19, 20, 22 and 31 all serve Classical and Central High Schools. See schedules for service.

ADDITIONAL SERVICE: The routes listed below marked with an asterisk will depart school and then travel to Kennedy Plaza before continuing on its route. Once in Kennedy Plaza, you can transfer to other routes.

ROUTE 1  Departs Cahir Street at 2:20pm*. Arrives Hope & Chace at 2:46pm. SIGN WILL READ: 1 HOPE ST.

SIGN WILL READ: 17 OLNEYVILLE/17 DYER AVE/17 POCASSET AVE

ROUTE 19 Departs Westminster St. (Prov. School Dept. across street) at 2:45pm. Arrives Plainfield & Murray at 3:01pm.
SIGN WILL READ: 19 PLAINFIELD/19 CITY LINE
Departs Westminster St. (at school) at 3:17pm*. Arrives Kennedy Plaza at 3:26pm.
SIGN WILL READ: 19 PROVIDENCE/19 WESTMINSTER/19 KENNEDY PL

Arrives Kennedy Plaza at 3:02pm. SIGN WILL READ: 27 MANTON/56 CHALKSTONE

SIGN WILL READ: 28 HARTFORD AVE/28 CITY LINE/28 VIA OLNEYVILLE
Departs Westminster St. (Prov. School Dept. across street) at 2:45pm. Arrives Hartford & Killingly at 3:01pm.
SIGN WILL READ: 28 HARTFORD/28 CITY LINE/VIA OLNEYVILLE

ROUTE 40 Departs Cahir Street at 2:20pm*. Arrives Hope & Olney at 2:54pm.
SIGN WILL READ: 40 ELMGROVE/40 HOPE & CHACE

ROUTE 50 Departs Westminster St. (at school) at 2:20pm*. Arrives Shaw's supermarket at 2:52pm.
SIGN WILL READ: 50 DOUGLAS/50 SHAW'S MKT

ROUTE 51 Departs Westminster St. (at school) at 2:25pm*. Arrives Mineral Spring & Charles at 2:49pm.
SIGN WILL READ: 51 CHARLES ST/51 MINERAL SPRING

ROUTE 56 Departs Westminster St. (at school) at 2:31pm*. Arrives Stop & Shop on Manton Ave. at 2:52pm.
SIGN WILL READ: 56 CHALKSTONE/56 CITY LINE

ROUTE 92 Departs Westminster St. (at school) at 2:25pm*. Arrives RI College at 2:51pm. SIGN WILL READ: 92 FEDERAL HILL/92 RIC
Departs Westminster St. (at school) at 2:45pm*. Arrives RI College at 3:12pm. SIGN WILL READ: 92 FEDERAL HILL/92 RIC

R-LINE Departs Kennedy Plaza at 2:40pm. Departs school at 2:50pm. Arrives Broad City Line (Between Montgomery & Northup) at 3:04pm. SIGN WILL READ: R-LINE/PROV CITY LINE/VIA BROAD
Departs Broad City Line (Between Montgomery & Northup) at 3:41pm.
Departs school at 3:44pm. Arrives Kennedy Plaza at 3:51pm. SIGN WILL READ: R LINE/BROAD CITY LINE